Abstract. A class of r.e. degrees, called the array nonrecursive degrees, previously studied by the authors in connection with multiple permitting arguments relative to r.e. sets, is extended to the degrees in general. This class contains all degrees which satisfy a 00 > (a 0 0 ) 0 (i.e. a 2 GL 2 ) but in addition there exist low r.e. degrees which are array nonrecursive (a.n.r.).
Introduction
This paper is a sequel to 5], which was a study of certain recursively enumerable sets called array nonrecursive sets. A number of characterizations of the degrees of these sets were obtained, showing that they are precisely those r.e. degrees relative to which various \multiple permitting constructions" may be performed. (In such a construction an attempt to meet a requirement may require a nite, but recursively bounded, number of permissions from the oracle.) For example, it was shown that, for any increasing recursive function f the array nonrecursive degrees are precisely those r.e. degrees a such that some function of degree a is not f-r.e. (A function is f-r.e. if it has a recursive approximation which changes at most f(n) times on argument n for each n.) Subsequently Kummer 10, Theorem 3.2] characterized the array nonrecursive degrees as those r.e. degrees which contain an r.e. set A which is \complex" in the sense of Kolmogorov complexity. (This means that there is a constant c such that, for in nitely many n, the Kolmogorov complexity of the rst n bits of the characteristic function of A is at least 2 log n ? c.)
In the current paper we extend the notion of array nonrecursiveness from r.e. degrees to degrees in general. This is a conservative extension in the sense that the r.e. degrees which are array nonrecursive in the sense of 2 ROD DOWNEY, CARL G. JOCKUSCH, MICHAEL STOB 5] coincide with the r.e. degrees which are array nonrecursive in the sense of the current paper, as we will show. It will be clear from our de nition that every degree a 2 GL 2 (= fa : a 00 > (a 0 0 ) 0 g) is array nonrecursive.
However, the array nonrecursive (a.n.r.) degrees properly include the GL 2 degrees, and in fact there are low r.e. degrees which are a.n.r. by 5, Theorem 2.1]. On the other hand, we will show that a.n.r. degrees have many of the properties of GL 2 degrees. For example, we will show that every a.n.r. degree a bounds a 1-generic degree (extending and that every recursive lattice with distinct least and greatest elements can be embedded in D (a) preserving the lattice operations and the least and greatest elements (extending Fejer 6] ). Downey 4] previously showed that every r.e. degree which is a.n.r. in the sense of 5] is the supremum of a minimal pair of (not necessarily r.e.) degrees, and our result extends this with a much easier proof.
We will de ne a new sort of genericity, called pb-genericity. This concept will be strictly intermediate in strength between 1-genericity and 2-genericity. The upward closure of the pb-generic degrees will be shown to be the a.n.r. degrees. To compare this notion of genericity with 1-genericity, recall that, roughly speaking, a 1-generic set is one which has all properties which can be guaranteed by a Kleene-Post construction with an e ective list of requirements fR n g such that, for each requirement R n and each string , either every set extending satis es R n , or a certain e ective search yields a string such that every set extending satis es R n . The intuitive idea of pb-genericity is that instead of a single e ective search as above, there may be a nite sequence of e ective searches. The number of such searches must be bounded in advance by a recursive function of n and . The rst search simply produces , and no subsequent search begins until the previous one has terminated. The nal terminating search yields a string such that any set extending satis es the requirement. Thus, this paper concerns multiple search arguments, rather than multiple permitting arguments as in 5] . We use the pb-generic sets as a convenient tool to study the cupping properties of a.n.r. degrees. (For background on genericity see, for example, 7] or 9].) Our notation is standard and follows that of 14]. We are indebted to Peter Fejer and Martin Kummer for helpful corrections and suggestions.
Our new de nition of array nonrecursiveness is based on domination properties of functions. We rst recall that f wtt A (for f a function and A a set) means that there is a number e and a recursive function b such that, for all n, f(n) = feg A (n) and, furthermore, for each n, the use of the computation of feg A (n) does not exceed b(n). Let K be the usual complete r.e. set. It is easily seen that f wtt K i there are recursive functions ARRAY NONRECURSIVE DEGREES AND GENERICITY 3 h(:; :) and p(:) such that, for all n, f(n) = lim s h(n; s) and jfs : h(n; s) 6 = h(n; s + 1)gj p(n).
De nition 1.1. A degree a is array nonrecursive (a.n.r.) if for each f wtt K there is a function g recursive in a such that g(n) f(n) for in nitely many n.
It is stated in 8, Lemma 1] that an arbitrary degree a is in GL 2 i for each function f recursive in a 0 0 there is a function g recursive in a such that g(n) f(n) for in nitely many n. From this we immediately obtain the following: Proposition 1.2. For any degree a, if a 2 GL 2 , then a is a.n.r.
As we will show, many results for GL 2 degrees extend to a.n.r. degrees. The following result gives some characterizations of the a.n.r. degrees. As in 5], we de ne a very strong array to be a sequence fF n g of nonempty, pairwise disjoint nite sets of strictly increasing cardinality with union ! such that the canonical index of F n is a recursive function of n. Fix a recursive enumeration fK s g of K, and de ne m K (n) to be the least s such that K n = K s n, where A n = fi < n : i 2 Ag. Theorem 1.3. Let a be a degree, and let fF n g be a very strong array. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) a is a.n.r.
(ii) There is a function h recursive in a such that h(n) m K (n) for in nitely many n.
(iii) There is a function r recursive in a such that for all e there exists n with W e \ F n = W e;r(n) \ F n .
Proof. To prove (ii) ! (i), let f be given with f wtt K, and let h satisfy (ii). We must nd g recursive in a with g(n) f(n) for in nitely many n. Fix e and a recursive function b such that f(n) = feg K (n) with use at most b(n) for all n. We may assume without loss of generality that h and b are increasing. To compute g(n), let s be minimal such that s > h(b(n + 1)) and feg K s s (n) # with use at most b(n), and let g(n) = feg K s s (n).
Clearly g is recursive in a. Let n and k be such that b(n) k b(n + 1) and h(k) m K (k), and let s be as in the de nition of g(n). We have s h(b(n + 1)) h(k) m K (k) m K (b(n)), so K s and K are the same below the use of feg K s s (n). Hence g(n) = f(n). Since there are in nitely many j with h(j) m K (j), there are in nitely many n for which k exists as described above, and hence g(n) = f(n) for in nitely many n.
The implication (i) ! (iii) is obtained by applying (i) to the function f(n) = ( s)(8e n) W e \ F n = W e;s \ F n ].
It remains only to show that (iii) ! (ii). Let r witness (iii). Then for each e there are in nitely many n with W e \ F n = W e;r(n) \ F n . (If this   4 ROD DOWNEY, CARL G. JOCKUSCH, MICHAEL STOB fails, one obtains a contradiction by de ning an index e 0 so that there is no n with W e 0 \ F n = W e 0 ;r(n) \ F n . If x 2 F n for one of the nitely many n such that W e \ F n = W e;r(n) \ F n , let e 0 (x) converge in strictly more than r(n) steps, and otherwise let e 0 (x) converge (if ever) in at least the same number of steps as e (x).) Hence it su ces to show that there is an e such that, for all n, s W e;s \F n = W e \F n ] m K (n), since then it follows that r also witnesses (ii). The set W e will be V = s V s , where V s is de ned as follows. The idea is to make V change on F n whenever an element < n enters K. Let V 0 = ;. Given V s , let c n;s be the least element (if any) of F n ? V s , and let V s+1 = V s fc n;s : (9z < n) z 2 K s+1 ? K s ]g: Note that jF n \ V j jfs : (9i < n) i 2 K s+1 ? K s ]gj n < jF n j so that c n;s is de ned for all n and s. It follows that ( s) V s \F n = V \F n ] m K (n).
By the proof of the slowdown lemma 14, page 284] (which requires only that the sets V e;s be recursive uniformly in e and s and not necessarily nite), there exists e such that W e = V and, for all s, W e;s V s . Hence for all n, s W e;s \ F n = W e \ F n ] m K (n), and the proof is complete.
Since the truth of (i) of Theorem 1.3 does not depend on the choice of the very strong array fF n g, it follows that the truth of (iii) is also independent of the choice of fF n g. (i) a is a.n.r.
(ii) There is an r.e. set A of degree a such that (8e)(9n) W e \ F n = A \ F n ].
Proof. To prove (ii) ! (i), we assume that (ii) holds and show that (iii) of Theorem 1.3 holds with r(n) = ( s) A s \ F n = A \ F n ], where fA s g is a recursive enumeration of A. To do this, for each e let V e = fx : (9s) x 2 W e;s ? A s ]g. Then V e is an r.e. set so by (ii) there exists n such that A \ F n = V e \ F n . It is then easily seen that W e \ F n = W e;r(n) \ F n as needed to prove (iii) of Theorem 1.3.
For the converse, assume that a is a.n.r. as de ned in De nition 1.1. Let fF n g be any very strong array. We shall construct an r.e. set A recursive in a such that (8e)(9n) W e \ F n = A \ F n ]. (This su ces to prove (ii) by 5, Corollary 2.8].) Let f(n) = ( s)(8e n) W e;s \ F he;ni = W e \ F he;ni ]. Clearly f wtt K, so there exists g of degree at most a with g(n) f(n) for in nitely many n. By the Modulus Lemma, there is a recursive function ARRAY NONRECURSIVE DEGREES AND GENERICITY 5 h(n; s) and a function p recursive in a such that g(n) = h(n; s) for all s p(n). We now de ne the r.e. set A. It su ces to ensure that if n e and g(n) f(n) then A \ F he;ni = W e \ F he;ni . Whenever h(n; s) 6 = h(n; s + 1) and e n s, put all elements of W e;h(n;s+1) \ F he;ni into A at stage s, and let A be the set of all numbers obtained in this fashion. If x 2 A \ F he;ni , then x 2 A p(n) , so A is recursive in p and hence A has degree at most a. Suppose now that n e and g(n) f(n). It follows from the de nition of f that W e;g(n) \ F he;ni = W e \ F he;ni . Choose s as large as possible so that h(n; s) 6 = h(n; s + 1). (There is no loss of generality in assuming there is at least one such s n.) Then h(n; s + 1) = g(n) and so A s+1 \ F he;ni = W e;h(n;s+1) \ F he;ni = W e;g(n) \ F he;ni = W e \ F he;ni .
Furthermore, by the maximality of s, no elements of F he;ni enter A after s + 1, so A \ F he;ni = W e \ F he;ni , as needed to complete the proof.
If references to recursive enumerability are deleted from Proposition 1.4, then (i) ! (ii) still holds but (ii) ! (i) fails. In fact, for any very strong array fF n g n2! there is a set A such that (8e)(9n) W e \ F n = A \ F n ] and every function recursive in A is majorized by a recursive function, so that deg(A) fails badly to be a.n.r. This may be proved by modifying the standard construction of a hyperimmune-free degree so that the recursive perfect trees used are compatible with the condition that (8e)(9n) W e \ F n = A \ F n ]. Speci cally, one constructs a descending sequence fT e g e2! of recursive perfect trees and obtains A as their unique common branch. (Here a recursive perfect tree is a recursive function T from 2 <! to 2 <! such that, for any string , T( 0) and T( 1) are incompatible extensions of T( ).) The additional condition imposed on each T e is that there exist in nitely many n such that if is any string of length minF n extendible to a string in the range of T e , then any string which extends and has length (max F n ) + 1 is also extendible to a string in the range of T e .
2. Working below a.n.r. degrees A number of results about initial segments determined by GL 2 degrees extend easily to a.n.r. degrees. This is illustrated by the following two results.
Theorem 2.1. If a is any a.n.r. degree, then there is a 1-generic degree b a. Hence, no a.n.r. degree is minimal.
Proof. It is shown in 8 , Lemma 3] that there is a function f recursive in 0 0 such that for any g with g(n) f(n) for in nitely many n there is a 1-generic set B recursive in g. It su ces to show that the function f speci ed in the proof of that lemma satis es f wtt K. This is clear since f has the form f(n) = maxf (e; ) : e n; j j = n; (e; ) #g, for a certain is recursive, D k is the nite set with canonical index k, and f( ; e) is a certain function. (Here ranges over ! <! .) The de nition of f is quite involved, but makes it clear that f has a natural recursive approximation which changes at most 5 times on each argument. Thus f wtt K, so F wtt K.
T. Slaman 12] proved that there is a nonzero r.e. degree b which is not the sup of a minimal pair of (not necessarily r.e.) degrees. Downey 4, x1] then answered a question raised by Slaman by showing that there is a low r.e. degree a such that every r.e. degree b a is the sup of a minimal pair.
(This used the existence of a low r.e. degree which is a.n.r. and the result 4, Theorem 1.1] cited above.) The following corollary removes the restriction that b be r.e. from Downey's result and also gives a simpler proof. Corollary 2.3. There is a low r.e. degree a such that every degree b a is the sup of a minimal pair.
Proof. Let a be any low r.e. a.n.r. degree and apply Theorem 2.2 (or Theorem 2.5, to follow) and the obvious fact that the a.n.r. degrees are upward closed. It is shown in 5, Theorem 2.1] that there is a low r.e. degree which is a.n.r. in the sense of 5], but such degrees are also a.n.r. in the sense of the current paper by Proposition 1.4.
It is shown in 8, Lemma 6] that if a 2 GL 2 and fS n g is a sequence of dense sets of strings uniformly recursive in a 0 0 , then there is a function F recursive in a which meets each S n . It is easily seen that the converse holds. (If the conclusion holds for a, then for each f recursive in a 0 0 , we can let S n = f : (9k n) p (k) #> f(k)]g to show that there is a function g recursive in a with g(k) f(k) for in nitely many k. Here p enumerates fn : (n) = 1g in increasing order.) It follows from 8, Lemma 1] that a 2 GL 2 . Thus we have an example of a result for GL 2 degrees which does not extend to a.n.r. degrees. In fact, there is an a.n.r. degree ARRAY NONRECURSIVE DEGREES AND GENERICITY 7 a and a sequence of dense sets fS n g uniformly recursive in 0 0 such that no function recursive in a meets each S n . (Let a be a low a.n.r. degree, which exists by 5, Theorem 2.1] and Proposition 1.4.) Nonetheless, in the following result, we prove an appropriate analogue of 8, Lemma 6] . Call a sequence fS n g of sets of strings uniformly wtt-dense if there is a function d wtt K such that for all strings 2 2 <! , d(n; ) and d(n; ) 2 S n . Theorem 2.4. Let a be an a.n.r. degree, and let fS n g be uniformly wttdense. Then there is a set A recursive in a which meets each S n .
Proof. Let a and S n be as in the hypothesis of the theorem, and let d(n; ) witness the wtt-density of fS n g. Letd(n; ; s) and b(n) be recursive functions such that lim sd (n; ; s) = d(n; ) and jfs :d(n; ; s) 6 =d(n; ; s + 1)gj b(n). Let h(n; ) = ( s)(8t s) d (n; ; t) =d(n; ; s)]. Let f(n) = maxfh(e; ) : e n; j j ng. We have f wtt K since d wtt K. Fix a function g recursive in a such that g(n) f(n) for in nitely many n.
We obtain A as s s , where j s j = s. The method of proof is familiar from 8], and we give only an informal sketch. The idea for making A meet S e is to wait for a stage n e whered(e; n ; g(n)) n and then to set t =d(e; n ; g(n)) t for n < t jd(e; n ; g(n))j. However, this process may be interrupted if there is action for some S m with m < e before it is completed, and in this case we start over on S e . Also, we say that the attack is discredited at stage u (u > n), if for some t, g(n) < t g(u) we haved(e; n ; t) 6 =d(e; n ; g(n)). If this happens, we also start over on S e .
To see that this strategy works and only acts nitely often, assume this for all e 0 < e, and consider n > e with g(n) f(n) such that we do not act for any e 0 < e at stage n or any subsequent stage. If we act as above for e at stage n, the process is clearly never interrupted or discredited, and it is clear that A meets S e and that we never act again for S e after the process is completed. If we did not act as above for e at stage n, there must have existed a stage m < n such that we attacked e at stage m and the attack was not interrupted or discredited at any stage k, m < k n. Since g(n) f(n) f(m), it follows that the attack starting at stage m will never be discredited or interrupted. Thus also in this case, A meets S e and we act only nitely often to achieve this.
The following application of the method of proof of Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem 2.1 and a special case of Theorem 2.2, as well as the fact that no degree is minimal among the a.n.r. degrees. The method of proof is basically that used by Cooper 1, Theorem 1] to show that there is a minimal pair of degrees with sup 0 0 . Theorem 2.5. Every a.n.r. degree is the supremum of two 1-generic a.n.r. degrees which form a minimal pair.
ROD DOWNEY, CARL G. JOCKUSCH, MICHAEL STOB
Proof. Let a be a given a.n.r. degree and let A be a set of degree a such that A is recursive in every in nite subset of A. (The last condition entails no loss of generality by 3, P2 and T2].) We will construct a set B = B 0 B 1 so that the degrees of B 0 and B 1 have the desired properties. ) for all n and , d wtt K, and R n is satis ed whenever B d(n; ) for any string . It would then be a direct application of Theorem 2.4 to conclude that a bounds a minimal pair of a.n.r., 1-generic degrees. The requirements P e are easily combined with these since there is an a-recursive function p such that, for all , p(e; )
, and any set B which extends p(e; ) satis es P e . (The P e 's should be e ectively meshed into the list of requirements, and values of p should be used in place of values ofd when attacking P e . Such attacks are never discredited but may be interrupted for requirements of higher priority.) However, we must also ensure that B 0 \ B 1 A. Call a string admissible if fn : (2n) = (2n + 1) = 1g A. To make B 0 \ B 1 A, we also require that every string extended by B be admissible. The proof of Theorem 2.4 has the property that every string t chosen during an attack for S e is extended byd(e; s ; u) for some s < t, and some u. We will choose d andd so that if is admissible, thend(e; ; s) is admissible for all e and s. Furthermore, the function p mentioned above can be chosen so that if is admissible, then p(e; ) is admissible for all e. Also, in the construction we let 0 be the empty string and, if no requirement requires attention when we de ne s+1 , we let s+1 = s < 0 >. It is then clear by induction on s that s is admissible.
Thus it su ces to de ne p(e; ); d(n; ), andd(n; ; s) as described above. The de nition of p is left to the reader. We de ne d below and in all cases letd be the \natural" recursive approximation to d.
We now de ne d(n; ). Let = 0 1 , so j (n) = (2n + j) for j 1. Suppose rst that R n is a genericity requirement G 0 e . If there is a string 0 2 W e such that 0 0 choose the rst such 0 in an e ective enumeration of W e and let d(n; ) = 0 1 , where 1 is obtained by concatenating 1 with an appropriate number of 0's. If no such 0 exists, let d(n; ) = . Now suppose that R n is a minimal pair requirement N e . If there is no e-split pair ( 0 ; 0 ) of extensions of 0 , let d(n; ) = . Otherwise, consider the rst one ARRAY NONRECURSIVE DEGREES AND GENERICITY 9 ( 0 ; 0 ) in an e ective enumeration of all such e-splittings, and let k be the least argument on which 0 ; 0 e-split. We may assume j 0 j = j 0 j = q, and let 1 be an extension of 1 1 with feg 1 (k) #, let d(n; ) = 0 1 . Otherwise, choose the rst such 1 . If 0 and 1 are e-split, let 0 be the extension of 0 of the same length as 1 obtained by concatenating 0's to 0 , and set d(n; ) = 0 1 . Otherwise, 0 and 1 are e-split, and d(n; ) is de ned similarly with 0 in place of 0 . We leave the case where R n is A i e to the reader.
Note that d(n; ) is always de ned so that it does no new coding, i.e. if d(n; )(2k) = d(n; )(2k + 1) = 1, then 2k + 1 < j j. We can easily arrange that this is also true of the approximationsd(n; ; s), so we are able to make all s admissible as described above.
3 Genericity and cupping
We saw in the previous section that every a.n.r. degree bounds a 1-generic degree. On the other hand, 1-genericity is not a su ciently strong form of genericity for all of our purposes. In this section we de ne a notion of genericity intermediate between 1-genericity and 2-genericity which corresponds more precisely to the a.n.r. property. Using this notion for convenience we prove that every a.n.r. degree can be nontrivially cupped to all larger degrees.
First, let f pb C mean that f can be computed from oracle C by a reduction procedure with a primitive recursive bound on the use function. Note that f pb K i there is a recursive functionf(n; s) and a primitive recursive function p such that lim sf (n; s) = f(n) and jfs :f(n; s) 6 =f(n; s+ 1)gj p(n). It is then easy to see that the various functions f wtt K mentioned in x2 actually satisfy f pb K. If (ii) If A is pb-generic, then deg(A) is a.n.r. Proof. To show (i), we rst observe that the functions pb K are uniformly wtt K. Let p 0 ; p 1 ; : : : be a uniformly recursive listing of the prim-itive recursive functions. Let g(ha; bi; n) = fbg K (n) if, for each i n, fbg K (i) # with use at most p a (i). Otherwise, let g(ha; bi; n) = 0. It is clear that g wtt K and that each function f pb K has the form n 7 ! g(e; n) for some e. Let h(e; ) = g(e; ) if g(e; ) , and otherwise let h(e; ) = .
Let S n = fh(n; ) : 2 2 <! g. Then the sets S 0 ; S 1 ; : : : are uniformly wttdense. Also each pb-dense set contains some S i . By Theorem 2.4, there is a set A recursive in a which meets each S n , and clearly A is pb-generic.
To prove (ii), assume that A is pb-generic. We show that the principal function p A of A satis es p A (n) m K (n) for in nitely many n. This su ces by Theorem 1.3 to conclude that deg(A) is a.n.r. Let k be given. We de ne a pb-dense set S of strings so that every set A which meets S is such that (9n k) p A (n) m K (n)]. De ne: Work of S. Kurtz 11] gives further examples of 1-generic degrees which are not pb-generic. Speci cally, Kurtz 11, Theorem 4.1] showed that for almost every degree b (in the sense of the measure on degrees induced by the usual product measure on 2 ! ) there is a 1-generic degree a b. In the other direction, Kurtz 11, Theorem 4.3] showed that there is a xed function f recursive in 0 0 such that for almost every degree b, every function g recursive in b is such that f(n) g(n) for all su ciently large n. Kurtz's proof actually shows that f wtt K. It follows that almost no degree is a.n.r., and thus that almost every degree bounds a 1-generic degree but no pb-generic degree.
We close by investigating cupping properties of a.n.r. degrees.
Theorem 3.4. Let a be an a.n.r. degree, and suppose that c > a. Then there is a degree b < c such that a b = c.
Proof. If we had the additional assumption that a is n-r.e. for some n, the result would be virtually a direct application of 8, The proof of (1) and (2) is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. However, in de ning d(n; ) when R n is a minimal pair requirement, one must successively consider all ways of replacing the 2's in by 0's and 1's. This can be done without introducing any 2's into d(n; ) not already present in . We omit the details, but see It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 (or from Theorems 3.2 and 3.4) that every pb-generic degree can be nontrivially cupped up to all higher degrees. On the other hand, it is not true that every 1-generic degree can be nontrivially cupped up to all higher degrees. This follows from the theorem of Cooper 2] and Slaman-Steel 13, Theorem 3.1] that there are r.e. degrees a;c with 0 < a < c such that no degree b < c satis es a b = c and the fact that every non-zero r.e. degree bounds a 1-generic degree 14, Exercise VI.3.9].
We do not know whether the set of a.n.r. degrees is de nable in the par-
